For Immediate Release

Catalyst Marks Record Quarter in Cases Opened and Data Loaded

Results Reflect Company's Continued Growth Even in Uncertain Economy

DENVER—June 8, 2011—Catalyst Repository Systems, a pioneer in providing cloud-based document repositories for e-discovery and other complex legal matters, today announced that the first quarter of 2011 set a company record for new cases opened and quantity of data loaded. The numbers reflect a continuing period of strong growth for Catalyst, despite the weak economy.

During the three-month period of January to March, 2011, Catalyst:

- Brought in 87 cases.
- Added 15 TB of active data for review.

The upward trend over the quarter peaked in March, when Catalyst brought in 44 cases. That made March Catalyst’s best-ever single month in number of new cases opened.

Even during the recent recession, demand for Catalyst’s services remained strong. The company has continued to hire new staff and expand its operations, most notably with the opening of its Asia Data Center in January 2011.

Last month, Catalyst was named for the second year in a row to the Inner City 100 list of the fastest-growing inner-city companies in the United States and Fortune magazine profiled Catalyst founder and CEO John Tredennick for his success as an entrepreneur. Last year, The Denver Post profiled Catalyst as a “story of success” for its ability to show continued growth in the face of a weak economy.

“We are honored that major law firms and corporations continue to choose Catalyst as their platform for e-discovery,” said Catalyst CEO Tredennick. “We believe this is because no other provider can match the speed, scalability and features we offer. We’ve spent more than a decade developing our secure, grid-based system to handle even the largest legal matters.”

About Catalyst

Catalyst provides secure, scalable multi-lingual document repositories for electronic discovery, litigation support, and other complex regulatory matters. For over a decade, corporations and their counsel have relied on Catalyst to control litigation costs and make review teams more effective. Our systems and supporting services
cover the heart of the litigation lifecycle-from processing and search, to analytics, review, production and trial. For more information about Catalyst, visit: www.catalystsecure.com.
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